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As a part of Star Alliance, Austrian Airlines, flag carrier of Austria proudly boasts about the 130
destinations it takes off and drops its passengers. Founded in 1957, Austrian Airlines is
headquartered at Vienna Airport Schwechat, Austria. With the two subsidiaries namely, Tyrolean
Airways (regional flyer) and Lauda Air (Charter Arm), Austrian Airlines booking has a way to give
travelers an ultimate delight. Similarly, American Airlines has made its customers to return to it due
to the kind of in-flight services that are provided and the care that has been taken of all the
passengers when it is decided to fly with American Airline tickets. Founded in way back 1930s it
continues to serve people of world with its air services.

American Airline commenced its operations from the year 1934, flights taking off from five hubs
namely, Dallas/Fort Worth, Chicago, Miami, New York, and Los Angeles, the first one being the
largest of all among the other hubs of this airline. With American Airlines tickets one can board or
deboard from any of these five hubs. As for Austrian Airlines, it serves basically from Vienna
International Airport as its hub. In the year 2009, Lufthansa acquired Austrian Airlines becoming its
parent company. A flight with Austrian Airlines booking is hence compared with Lufthansaâ€™s in-flight
experience. After all a child should follow its parent!

Austrian Airlines major focus is on cities of Middle East and Eastern Europe that is taken care by the
subsidiary Tyrolean. In its long history, it has added and removes many destinations from its list for
one reason or the other. Presently, Austrian Airline booking is meant to take you to around 130
cities of the world from its hub city Vienna. It was also known to be one of the airlines to have flights
in post war Iraq that was discontinued and then resumed again later. On the other hand American
Airline tickets could take you to more than 260 destinations with a fleet size as huge as 600 plus
with many orders already in place with LaGuardia as focus city and OneWorld as its alliance.

American Airline is known to have flown to many destinations on and off. With many ups and downs
in history it is avoiding any chance of loosing on passengers by not flying with American Airlines
tickets. But as young as Austrian Airlines might be it has proved it worth every time its aircrafts
takes off from Vienna so next time an Austrian Airline booking will also do.
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